From the desk of Kenneth W. Lent – October 2017

Greetings to the Remnant in Jesus Christ our King!

BACK>

RE: The Muslim Flat Earth – conditioning the West for Sharia law
Multitudes of Eastern world people and customs are pouring into the Saxon West. We are now
expected to accept their "values" of religious and political standards as a new found society for all
(which is heathen and ungodly). Ultimately the Muslim position on things fanatical and grotesque
comes down to this -- "You westerners accept our ways or be punished". [ They won't succeed in the end,
but before divine intervention arrives the white nations will certainly reap what we have sown ]

For Americans, we are primarily under attack from several different ideologies. 1) Atheist Marxist
Politics 2) Zionist Judaic Religious Propaganda 3) Muslim advancement 4) New Age Mystic
Concepts 5) Papal/Babylonian superstitions still in the churches 6) Multicultural demographics. Like
vultures circling above a dying victim these are all in competition to see who can first claim the "prize"
for their own.
There are many avenues into which the Eastern world is bent on leading us, but let's just mention one
for the moment -- the Flat Earth doctrine which is a crucial part of Muslim indoctrination listed above
at #3. Yes, the ludicrous notion that the Earth is flat is hardcore Muslim doctrine as taught in the
Koran. White Christians – you are being systematically and methodically trained! It was also the
ancient Chinese religious/philosophical position. The Flat Earth/Geocentric doctrine has no substance
in Holy Scripture or credible science whatsoever. [see my Geocentrism: A Closer Look for an initial rebuttal
of this unsound concept. A “Part Two” will be completed that will be much more detailed]

In 1993 Shaykh Abdul Azeez Ibn Baaz, the chief religious leader of Saudi Arabia stated:
“The Earth is flat. Whoever claims it is round is an atheist deserving of punishment”.
There are various reasons for Muslims promoting the Koran's flat Earth doctrine but the primary
purpose is to make sure that all new converts are praying to Allah in the geographical direction of
specifically facing Mecca (as required). On a globe this is impossible since a person on a sphere at a
great distance from Mecca cannot face Mecca in a straight line of sight. The actual curvature of the
Earth prohibits this. View the 13 minute Muslim theology video link below all the way to the end and
you will see precisely why this is:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTI1VRrLqro
Below is another video that explains the Koran's Flat Earth doctrine.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9x2ZuArxO1I
Many more Muslim videos, seminars, books, recorded teachings, are available to show that the Flat
Earth promotion is Koran theology. Christians need to become aware of this and not fall prey to the
covertly produced information which attempts to “prove” the Earth is flat. It's not. It is a globe just as
Saxon civilization's achievements have truly proven, by God's grace. Please do not prepare yourself or
your family to pray to Allah on a “flat earth”. Do not get duped into this non-Scriptural doctrine.
For the preservation of Saxon Christian civilization take a few seconds to forward this page.

